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Abstract. We can’t overemphasize the importance of robot’s emotional 

expressions as robots step into human’s daily lives. So, the believable and 

socially acceptable emotional expressions of robots are essential. For such 

human-like emotional expression, we have proposed an emotion generation 

model considering personality, mood and history of robot’s emotion. The 

personality module is based on the Big Five Model (OCEAN Model, Five 

Factor Model); the mood module has one dimension such as good or bad, and 

the emotion module uses the six basic emotions as defined by Ekman. Unlike 

most of the previous studies, the proposed emotion generation model was 

integrated with the Linear Dynamic Affect Expression Model (LDAEM), which 

is an emotional expression model that can make facial expressions similar to 

those of humans. So, both the emotional state and expression of robots can be 

changed dynamically. 

Keywords: Artificial emotion, Human-like emotional expression, Integration 

of emotion generation model and expression model 

1   Introduction 

As robots step into the human’s daily lives, we can’t stress enough the importance 

of natural human-robot interaction. Especially, emotional expression is an 

indispensable part of that natural interaction. 

Many previous studies about generation and expression of artificial emotion have 

been conducted so far. In Kismet’s emotional architecture, emotion is a medium to 

construct a kind of social relationship through emotional expression [1]. Kshirsagar et 

al. used the ‘Multilayer Personality Model’ to implement a virtual agent with artificial 

emotion [2]. A. Egges proposed the PME model to generate artificial emotion of 

conversational agents [3]. J. C. Park proposed a method to generate emotions using a 

two-layered architecture that consists of a reactive layer and a deliberative layer [4]. 

Sajal Chandra Banik suggested a Markovian emotion model using a conditional 

probability at each emotional state [5]. H. Miwa mentioned emotion dynamics using 

second order differential equations [6].  



However, there have been few studies about the dynamics of facial expressions. In 

some of the previous studies, we can observe that facial expressions are changed with 

dynamics, but it is simply caused by motor dynamics. Furthermore, there were also 

very few studies about unified emotion generation and the expression system. Most of 

the previous studies have handled only the emotion generation model. So, in this 

paper, we will propose an integrated architecture of emotion generation and an 

expression system that has emotional dynamics. 

2   Overall Architecture of Emotion Generation and Expression 

Model  

Our model consists of two parts. The first is an emotion generation model and the 

second is an emotion expression model. The former is based on the PME (Personality 

Mood Emotion) model [3] and the latter is based on the LDAEM (Linear Dynamic 

Affect Expression Model) [10]. New emotion d
e is generated using user’s input and 

personality as an external input. In addition to the external inputs, previous emotion 

and current mood are considered internally.  The generated emotion is transferred to 

the emotion expression module, LDAEM, which can obtain a trajectory of all action 

units from current expression to the next expression. 

 

3   Emotion Generation Model 

3.1   PME Model 

Our proposed emotion generation model is based on the PME (Personality Mood 

Emotion) model [3]. The PME model is a quite excellent basic framework for 

generating artificial emotions. This basic framework consists of a mood updating step 

and an emotion updating step, as shown in (1) and (2). In the mood updating step, the 

Fig. 1. Overall architecture of emotion generation and expression model 



previous mood, mt, an amount of mood change by input Ψm(·), and the internal 

updating by itself Ωm(·) are considered to generate the new mood mt+1. In the emotion 

updating step, the previous emotion et, an amount of emotion change by input Ψe(·), 

and the internal updating by constant term Ωe(·) are considered to generate the new 

emotion et+1.  

 

1 ( ) ( )t t m m+ = + Ψ ⋅ + Ω ⋅m m  (1)  

 

1 ( ) ( )t t e e+ = + Ψ ⋅ + Ω ⋅e e  (2)  

 

So, we can make various emotion generation models by using this framework with 

other kinds of mood and emotion updating functions.  

 

 

3.2   Proposed Emotion Generation Model 

In this paper, we used a five dimensional personality based on the Big Five Model 

[7], a one dimensional mood (good-bad), and a six dimensional emotion based on 

Ekman’s six basic emotions [8]. 

According to A. Egges and S. Kshirsagar, the characteristics of personality, mood, 

and emotion are as listed in Fig. 3. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Characteristics of personality, mood, and emotion [3] 

 
 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of PME Model 



 However, mood state in their results is as dynamic as emotion state, because they 

considered only current input stimuli in the function Ψm(·). Namely, the mood state is 

varied immediately by input stimuli. 

Thus, we used some functions different from those used in the previous PME 

model to update mood and emotion. First, we considered not only current input 

stimuli but also the history of input stimuli and emotions to update mood, as shown in 

(3). 

 

( )   ( ) ( )m m t tR Q R QΨ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ → Ψ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ +a γ ω  (3)  

 

Here, Q is an emotion-mood influence matrix that defines the relation between the 

emotions and each mood dimension, a is a vector of user inputs, γt is a history of user 

inputs, and ωt is a history of emotions. Both γt and ωt can be obtained as follows:  
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(4)  

 

We can make a diagonal matrix R using vector v. This vector v indicates the 

stability of each mood. In this paper, vector v is a scalar because we used only one 

dimensional mood. So, if this value is too big, the mood state will be unstable. 
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(5)  

 

Here, R0 is a personality-mood influence matrix that indicates how each personality 

factor influences each mood dimension. 

In the internal updating part of mood, we simply used the same self-decay process 

that was used in the previous PME model.  

 

( )   ,   :m m t mC C constantΩ ⋅ = − ⋅m  (6)  

 

As can be seen in the above equation, we used a history of inputs and emotions to 

update mood. This was to implement a general property of mood, which is the fact 

that mood is less dynamic than emotion. 



In the part of the emotion updated by input stimuli, the same function in the 

previous PME model was used. 

 

1( ) ( )T

e tP V +Ψ ⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅a m a  (7)  

 

Here, V is a mood-emotion influence matrix that defines the relation between the 

mood and each emotion.  

We can construct a diagonal matrix P using vector u. This vector u means the 

importance of each emotion depending on the personality.  
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(8)  

 

Here, P0 is a personality-emotion influence matrix that indicates how each 

personality factor influences each emotion. 

Even though the same Ψe(·) in the previous PME model was used, we employed a 

different internal updating function Ωe(·). We used not a constant term but some 

functions for the internal updating to differentiate the amount of emotion that is 

internally updated according to emotion states. Vector d makes it possible. 
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(9)  

 

Here, Ce is a constant value, d is an emotion-decay vector, and t is sampling time. 

So if (9) is used to internally update emotions, we are able to reflect different 

characteristics of each emotion’s decay. 

4   Emotion Expression Model  

In chapter 3, we proposed an emotion generation model based on the PME model. 

Now, we will introduce an emotion expression model, LDAEM, and an integration of 

the expression model with the proposed emotion generation model.  

4.1   LDAEM 

Using LDAEM, we can easily get dynamic facial expressions according to the 

change of generated emotions. This model consists of the Linear Affect-Expression 

Space Model (LAESM) and the Dynamic Emotion Model (DEM), as in (10) and (11).  



 
r T= ⋅p e  (10)  

 

M C K+ + =e e e s  (11)  

 

In LAESM [9], affect space and expression space of a developed robot are defined 

first, and a relationship between the two spaces is determined. So, if an artificial 

emotion e is determined in the affect space, corresponding emotional expression r
p 

can be immediately manifested by (10). Here, T is a transition matrix between affect 

space and expression space of the developed robot.  

 

 
 

In DEM [10], trajectories of emotion e for input s are generated automatically 

considering characteristics of each emotion, as in (11). Here, M, C, and K are the 

coefficient matrices that determine the characteristics of bases in the affect space. 

4.2   Integration between Emotion Generation Model and Emotion Expression 

Model 

To integrate the emotion expression model with the emotion generation model, all 

we have to do is use the generated emotions as inputs of DEM, as in (12).  

Before applying the second order dynamic equation, we have to rectify the desired 

emotion d
e that is generated from the proposed emotion generation model. First, we 

multiplied the desired emotion d
e by matrix E, which represents a position of 

emotions in the affect space because the dimension of the desired emotion d
e and that 

of the current emotion r
e are different. Next, matrix K has to be multiplied by the 

above result to minimize the steady-state error. Then, a trajectory between current 

emotion r
e and desired emotion d

e is determined through the second order differential 

equation. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Block diagram of LDAEM 
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To make more life-like facial expressions, we added a random value to the current 

emotion r
e in the affect space within an emotional boundary that was determined 

based on the recognition rate of facial expressions [11]. 
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5   Experimental Results 

In this chapter, the results of generated emotions and their corresponding facial 

expressions under various conditions will be shown.  We used six kinds of external 

 

Fig. 5. Modified block diagram of LDAEM 



stimuli such as hit, sudden showing up, failure of tasks, pat, weird smell, and darkness 

as inputs of the emotion generation model; generated emotions are determined based 

on Ekman’s six basic emotions: anger, surprise, sadness, happiness, disgust and fear. 

One dimensional mood (positive-negative) and five dimensional personality based on 

the Big Five Model were used.   

Determination of each matrix used in the emotion generation model is very 

important. We might get absolutely different results according to the values of the 

four matrices. P0 is suggested based on Julie’s results [12] except for the emotion 

surprise. Surprise is generally considered as a reactive response, so it can be generated 

identically regardless of personality. Thus, we decided that the entries of P0 related 

with the surprise emotion would be one. Q was determined intuitively and the others 

were calculated as in (14). 
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(14)  

 

The first experiment looks at how differently mood is generated according to 

whether history of input and emotion are used or not. Here, we considered 50 

previous input stimuli and emotion states. As shown in Fig. 6 (b), mood is changed 

more dynamically when only the current input stimuli are used than when history of 

input stimuli and emotions are used. For instance, a slop of mood’s change in bottom 

graph of fig. 6 (b) is less gentle than that of the upper graph of fig. 6 (b), and mood in 

the bottom graph of fig. 6 (b) is not changed immediately according to user inputs. 

In addition to the change of mood, patterns of generated emotions such as intensity 

and lasting time of emotion are changed a little because current mood participates in 

updating emotions.  

 

 

(a) A sequence of input stimuli 



 

(b) A change of mood 

 
Second, we performed the experiment for two kinds of personality, such as strong 

openness and strong agreeableness to observe differences of the generated emotions. 

Elements of p in (15) are openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, 

and neurotic orderliness.  
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The sequence of input stimuli is the same as that shown in Fig. 6 (a). As shown in 

Fig. 7 (c), we found that generated emotions are completely different from each other 

according to each personality. In the case of agreeableness, all kinds of emotions were 

generated easily according to input stimuli. In the case of openness, however, sadness, 

disgust, and fear emotions were not generated as easily as they would be with an 

agreeable personality. This is due to the personality-emotion influence matrix P0. In 

(14), the first column of P0 is for the relationship between openness of personality and 

the six basic emotions, which are anger, surprise, sadness, happiness, disgust, and 

neurotic orderliness. The fourth column is for agreeableness of personality. 

Comparing the two columns, values of sadness, disgust, and fear for agreeableness are 

 

(c) A change of emotions 

Fig. 6. A change of mood and emotions according to the using history of 

input stimuli and emotions 



greater than those for openness. Therefore, the above three emotions for 

agreeableness were generated more easily than they were for the personality of 

openness. Furthermore, intensity of mood is quite dissimilar according to 

personalities because history of emotions participates in updating mood. 

 

 

(a) A sequence of input stimuli 

 

 
 

The final experiment is to check the change of the internal update of emotion 

according to each emotion. We can find that degree of internal update for surprise and 

happiness is relatively bigger than that value would be for other emotions. 

 

 

(b) A change of mood 

 

(c) A change of emotions 

Fig. 7. A Change of mood and emotions according to personalities 



 
Fig. 9 is a sequential change of facial expression using the results of Fig.8 as an 

input of proposed emotion expression model.  

 

 

6   Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed an emotion generation model based on the PME model 

and a method to integrate the emotion generation model with the emotion expression 

model LDAEM. To implement the general characteristics of mood and emotion, we 

used a history of input and emotions. Through the experiments, we confirmed the 

differences between the previous methods and the proposed one. Furthermore, we 

suggested a guideline to determine the four matrices that were used in the PME model. 

Entries of those matrices are quite significant factors for generating emotions. We 

also enhanced the internal updating function of emotion. Finally, we integrated the 

proposed emotion generation model with LDAEM using matrix E, which represents a 

position of each emotion in the affect space. 

Here we only updated emotions and mood, but the personality of robots also can 

be changed when a long term interaction between humans and robots is occurring. In 

this paper, we generated only six basic emotions, so this report might be considered 

slightly simple. So, we need to do more research about personality updating and need 

to expand the kinds of generated emotions. 

 

Fig. 9. A sequence of facial expressions using generated emotion 

 

Fig. 8. Different internal update according to the kind of emotion 
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